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	Beginning Drupal 8 teaches you how to build, maintain, and manage Drupal 8-based web sites. The book covers what Drupal is, using Drupal when building a new web site, installing and configuring Drupal, creating and managing content, managing users, adding functionality to your web site through Drupal modules, and advanced topics on using themes, panels, and views.


	The book also builds practical examples of common Drupal sites, such as a company website, a community website, and a commerce website, that you can take and expand on to create your own Drupal 8 sites. By reading this book, you will understand the power of the Drupal platform, and why you should be using Drupal if you're not already. Through following the samples in the book, you will quickly build your confidence and your ability to use Drupal. Beginning Drupal 8 gives you the knowledge necessary to build, deploy, and manage web sites on Drupal 8.
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Embedded SoPC Design with Nios II Processor and Verilog ExamplesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Explores the unique hardware programmability of FPGA-basedembedded systems, using a learn-by-doing approach to introduce theconcepts and techniques for embedded SoPC design with Verilog


	An SoPC (system on a programmable chip) integrates a processor,memory modules, I/O peripherals, and custom hardware acceleratorsinto a single FPGA...
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Political Transformations and Public Finances: Europe, 1650-1913 (Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	How did today's rich states first establish modern fiscal systems? To answer this question, Political Transformations and Public Finances by Mark Dincecco examines the evolution of political regimes and public finances in Europe over the long term. The book argues that the emergence of efficient fiscal institutions was the result of two...
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Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Developer's CookbookSams Publishing, 2003

	What do you need when you are coding in C#? If your answer is easily understood recipes for code that does something, then this is the book for you! You probably already have a handle on the basics of .NET programming and are in need of some shortcuts to make your job easier. How about 350 code recipes! The Microsoft...
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Java PerformancePrentice Hall, 2011


	Today, Java is used at the heart of the world’s largest and most critical computing

	systems. However, when I joined the Java team in 1997 the platform was young and

	just gaining popularity. People loved the simplicity of the language, the portability

	of bytecodes, and the safety of garbage collection (versus traditional...
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Advances in Artificial Intelligence -- IBERAMIA 2004: 9th Ibero-American Conference on AI, Puebla, Mexico, November 22-26, 2004Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th Ibero-American Conference on Artificial Intelligence, IBERAMIA 2004, held in Puebla, Mexico in November 2004.
The 97 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 304 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on distributed AI and multi-agent...
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Introduction to Materials for Advanced Energy SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This first of its kind text enables today’s students to understand current and future energy challenges, to acquire skills for selecting and using materials and manufacturing processes in the design of energy systems, and to develop a cross-functional approach to materials, mechanics, electronics and processes of energy...
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